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Figure credit: Tammy Ma

Simulation campaigns 

have become critical in 

optimizing diagnostics 

and the experimental 

design

Achieved using statistical 
techniques, but has been 
restricted to scalar values



We have access to a lot of information which can help

X-ray images

Diagnostic scalars

Time-varying spectra 

Other information not accessible through any 
measurements like target internal electron 

distributions, sheath dynamics etc.

Our goal is to use all available modalities to make better predictive models on simulated data 
hopefully enabling stronger coupling between simulation & experiment.

Figure credit: Tammy Ma



Scientific data presents unique challenges for ML models

• Multimodality – tasks often involve one or more data signatures
• High dimensionality  How do we manage/learn from/search through vast amounts 

of high dimensional data?

• Domain Knowledge – How do we ensure the models respect known 
scientific constraints?

• Robustness to data shift – ML models are brittle and need to be made 
robust to the gap between simulation and experiment.

• Interpretability -- Building learning systems that are safe and explainable.



Representation Learning Can Help
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• Multimodality – Common latent 
feature space, explicit coupling across 
modalities

• Domain Knowledge – For e.g., Project 
data onto a Laguerre basis; hand 
designed features; ML with constraints

• Robustness – for e.g. invariant 
representations

• Interpretability – Disentangled 
representations, PCA etc.

Instead of X we use Z in any 
downstream task. 

How do we learn “good” Zs?

Trained Model



Depending on the choice of the objective, there exists a large family 
of representation learning methods
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A generic data encoding scheme

For a vanilla autoencoder:



As an example – multi-modal Wasserstein autoencoder

Joint Autoencoder on the JAG DatasetPhysics data ‘manifold’?
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Downstream tasks need not be re-configured when new 

modalities are available

The HYDRA dataset



Tolstikhin et al., Wasserstein Auto-Encoders, ICLR 2018
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.01558.pdf

WAE’s representation is optimized for 

(a) reconstruction error and (b) generative capability

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.01558.pdf


We use notions of thermal equilibrium to relate
predicted ion temperatures to estimates of
electron temperature formed by ratios of x-ray
image brightness.

How do we ensure the generated samples 

are physically plausible?

Anirudh et al., Exploring Generative Physics Models 
with Scientific Priors in Inertial Confinement Fusion,
ML for Physical Sciences workshop at NeurIPS 2019

Use known constraints!



Can we automatically learn important domain knowledge from data?

The WAE automatically preserves the most interesting/important 

relationships across modalities

Anirudh et al., ML for Physical Sciences 
workshop at NeurIPS 2019



Building better forward models

SIM 
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Traditional simulation 

workflow
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NN 

Simulation is approximated as an 

inference step in the neural network



Data Signatures

(simulation outputs)

Parameters
(from a uniform sampling 

for e.g.)

NN DEC 

Pre-trained decoder

Improved surrogates with compact representations

Predict Z



The WAE-representations improve surrogate predictions

Anirudh et al., Improved surrogates in inertial confinement 
fusion with manifold and cycle consistencies, PNAS, May 2020.



V. S. Narayanaswamy et al., Designing Deep Inverse Models for History 
Matching in Reservoir Simulations, ML4PS Workshop at NeurIPS 2019

Representation learning also helps for time varying data



Better predictions with test-time robustness

INV Model 
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MimicGAN
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Design representations that are robust to 
changes in “X”

Encoder trained on Sims

”bad” representation when expts
are very different from sims

Weak posteriors/ poor downstream task 
performance

Instead we find which is the “equivalent simulation” to the 
experiment.



Real experimental x-ray 

images of implosions

Equivalent images from 

the Hydra 2D simulator

(images are symmetric)

(images are asymmetric)

MimicGAN can find approx. equivalence between image 
datasets

Anirudh et al, MimicGAN: Robust Projection onto Image Manifolds with Corruption Mimicking
Intl. Journal of Computer Vision. (IJCV) 2020



(move images off-center &  reduce brightness by 0.5)

BEFORE

AFTER

Robustness in predictions for an Inverse Model

Implies prediction improved



(i) Generative – Ability to sample data 
using a parametric/non-parametric 
generative model with low number of 
latent factors.

(ii) Context prediction – Predict missing 
information using its context. 

(iii) Contrastive – Build representations by 
learning to contrast.

Going beyond reconstruction-based encoding 
representations



• AE (Hinton  et al., 2006, generative), 

• VAE (Kingma et al., 2013, generative)

• masked-WAE (Doersch et al., 2015, context prediction)

• beta-VAE (Higgins et al., 2016, generative)

• BiGAN* (Donahue et al., 2016, generative)

• WAE (Tolstikhin et al. 2018, generative)

• SimCLR* (Chen et al., 2020, contrastive)

*Encoding task is not optimized for reconstruction

We consider a few techniques with 

different properties



Context Prediction In a Multi-Modal Setting



Context Prediction In a Multi-Modal Setting



From Images and FNADS estimate Scalars

Evaluating the coupling between modalities



Contrasting on domain agnostic augmentations

For multimodal data, we are pursuing a naïve, domain 
agnostic augmentation strategy with masking (like in 
contextual prediction).

But there is a lot of scope for smarter, domain-specific, augmentation strategies

SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020)



Contrastive learning shows promise in predictive modeling
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Conclusions
(i) Different representations → different advantages/disadvantages.

(ii) Self-supervised learning is very powerful – better representations have led 
to breakthroughs in ML on reducing need for supervision by 99%!

(iii) Data augmentation/transformation strategies are a key driver in learning 
better representations. Need to identify domain-dependent, physically 
plausible, transformations for better ML models. 
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